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1.

Introduction.

The ollowing very interesting theorem of

T. Rad5 [3] was proved by many mathematicians (H. Behnke-K. Stein,
H. Cartan, I. Glicksberg, M. Goldstein and T. R. Chow, E. Heinz,
R. Kaufman and T. RadS, etc.).
Theorem of RadS. Let f(z) be a complex-valued continuous
function defined in {Izll}. If f(z) is analytic in each component of
{Iz]<l}-f-l(0), then f(z) is analytic in {]zl<l }.
On the other hand, E. L. Stout [5] proved the possibility of replacing the set {Iz]<l}--f-(0) by {Iz[<l)--f-(E) where E is a set of
capacity zero. Moreover, he proposed another possibility of (]z]l}
--f-(0) by {Izl<l}-f-(E) where E is a set of positive capacity. In
this paper, the present author will give an answer to this problem under
some condition.
2. Notation and terminology. Let G be a n+ 1-ply connected
region on an open Riemann surface R whose boundary consists of n + 1
rectifiable closed analytic Jordan curves Co, C,..., C, where Co contains C,
C in its interior. Let w be the harmonic measure in G
with boundary values 0 on Co and 1 on C1,.
C. We call l--2z/Do(o)
the harmonic modulus of G where Do(w) is the Dirichlet integral of

...,

.,

over G.
Proof of the Theorem. Lemma (Sario) (cf. [4]). Let R be an open
Riemann surface. If there exists a normal exhaustion {Rn} satisfying
l* co, where p* is the minimum harmonic modulus of connected
components of Rn--R_, then R belongs to 0.
We shall prove
Theorem. Let U be an open unit disk {[z[l} and F be a compact
set in the complex plane C. Let f(z) be a complex-valued continuous
function on U. Set E----f-I(F). Suppose f is analytic in each component of -E and the valence function nf(w) is finite. If --F belongs to OD in the sense of Sario ( is the one point compactification
of C), then the set E is of class ND. x) Moreover if Dv_E(f)< oo, then
f is analytic in U and Dr(f)< oo.
Proof. First, suppose n](w) is bounded and n](w)<=N]. Let (Rn}

=

1)

See [1].
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be a normal exhaustion of -F and let R-R,_=. R (m=m(n))
where {R)} are connected components of R--l_. Let w be the
harmonic measure in R-/_ with boundary values 0 on 3R_ and 1
on R Let f-(R)= R (1 l(n, i)) where {R} are connected
Then w, f is harmonic in each R(#) and is
components of f (
equal to 0 on O(f-X(R,_)) and 1 on O(f-(R,)). Let be the double of
U about OU. We construct a fuaction on
{R#> U R>*} in the
#>
#>*
following where R( is the symmetric set of R( with respect to the

,

origin.

&,(z)

((w"

z e R(: >

f)(z)

Thea
is a Dirichlet fuactioa) on R( ). Let
on 3(: ).
measure in ) with boundary value
principle, we have

be the harmonic

By the Dirichlet

DZ, () DZ, ()
2Dz, (w f)
2N]Dz,(w).
Then
1

2

2

2N.r DZ,(o)

D,,(o*)

Hence we get
1

2N
where ) is the harmonic modulus of
modulus of of/(). Then it holds

()

and

v

)

is the harmonic

1

2N
where/* min ) and

min-(), and

<Z

==i
By the Lemm, te set U-(E U E*) belongs to OD the sense o Srio
where E* is the symmetric set o E. Hence the set E W E* is o class
N, which completes the proo.
Secondly, suppose nx(w) is ubouded. Set F,: {w" n(w) n} F
(n=0,1,2, ...) cad E,=f-(F,). Thea E, belongs to N and E
E, belongs to N. This completes the prooL
Remark. In the above proof we used the following theorem" If
{E,} is a countable family, with compact union E, of AD-removable
sets in a closed Riemann surface R then E is again an AD-removable
se (ci. [4]).

2N

==
2)

See [2].
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